The Wishlist has selected the definitive line-up in hard dance music.
With a roster featuring acts in hardstyle, hardcore and freestyle, this
agency supports the development of artists during different stages in
their career and seeks long-lasting relationships with national and
international operating promoters in the fast growing hard dance market.
YOUR WISH: OUR LIST.

ADRENALIZE
Adrenalize celebrated his 16th birthday behind the decks
at Headhunterz – Hard with Style at the Ziggo Dome
Amsterdam, with a crowd of 13.000 party people. Since
then he has performed at some of the world largest events
and festivals. It is no secret that his talent has given him
an opportunity like no other and his future in the hardstyle
scene has only just begun.
Facts
- Producer of the WiSH Outdoor 2014 and Dream Village
2016 Anthem
- Releases on Scantraxx, Dirty Workz and Q-dance Records
- Performed at the Defqon.1 Mainstage in 2017 and 2018

/adrenalizedj

/adrenalizeofficial

/adrenalizedj

/adrenalizedj

ALPHA2
For a decade already, these pioneers of the rough and raw
sound are spreading their music all across the continents
and delivered several dance floor hits. In 2016 they are
coming up with their first album “RECHARGED” and ready
to hit the decks of the biggest stages.
In addition to an Alpha² set, there is also the possibility to
book a classic ‘Alpha Twins’ set, where tracks until 2011 will
be played.
Facts:
- Artist Album ‘Recharged’ released in 2016
- Releases on Scantraxx, A2 Records & Rougstate
- Collabs with artist like B-Front, Ran-D and Wildstylez

/official.alpha2

/alpha2

/alphatwins

/alpha_2

ANDY SVGE
ANDY SVGE stands for pure hardstyle. With his unique
sound, he creates a perfect harmonious balance between
raw and euphoric hardstyle. The tracks of ANDY SVGE
are energetic, engrossing and full of emotion. ‘The InBetween’, the Anthem for Dreamfields 2017 is the perfect
example of that.
Facts
- Performed at Defqon.1 Mainstage in 2018
- Releases on Q-dance Records, Scantraxx and Roughstate
- ‘Gravity’ was voted #1 in Q-dance Hardstyle Top 100 in
2016
- His collab ‘Deep’r’ with Max Enforcer reached 1,7 million
streams on Spotify

/djandysvge

/djandysvge

/djandysvge

/djandysvge

ANDY THE CORE
At the age of 13 he approached Hardcore music. Andrea
found out an hard and brutal sound that he considered
suitable to express himself. This style of Hardcore is Andy
The Core’s signature. He’s now allied and member of
Brutale, the inner core fortess for the actual and future
producers of the extreme Hardcore sounds.
Facts
- Producer of the Army of Hardcore 2015 and Hellbound
2016 Anthem
- Member of ‘Brutale’ label managed with The Sickest
Squad & Meccano Twins
- Artist Album ‘Kill Somebody’ released February 2017

/djandythecore

/djandythecore

/andythecore

/andythecore

APEXX
Apexx is one of the newest and most promising raw talents
to emerge. His debut EP, A State of Hate, was universally
well received and supported by some of the biggest names
in the scene. This EP featured a diverse selection of tracks,
ranging from extreme raw to his collaboration with Jason
Payne that has a distinctly oldskool hardcore vibe. This
past year has seen him build a solid foundation, and 2019
is already looking very promising, with several massive
bookings already lined up.
Facts
- ‘Escape The System’ is released on Loudness Recording
- Played festivals like; Defqon.1 INDIGO, Qapital, Decibel
Outdoor and The Qontinent

/apexxmusic

/apexxmusic
/apexxmusic

BASS CHASERZ
Bass Chaserz is easily recognizable for a signature style
with unique and catchy melodies, combined with his own
touch of craziness. Watch Bass Chaserz perform and you
never know what will happen next, but one thing is for
sure: Marco is determined to continue sharing his majestic
adventures throughout the Hardstyle community.
Facts
- Produced the Primal Outdoor 2017 Anthem
- Releases on Nightbreed, Loudness, Scantraxx and
Q-dance Records
- Collab ‘Renegades’ with Frequencerz has more than
4 million plays on Spotify, and is voted #3 in the Q-dance
Hardstyle Top 100 in 2017
- First rawstyle act on biggest dutch radio station 538

/basschaserz

/basschaserz

/basschaserz

/basschaserz

CLOCKARTZ
Clockartz are the new stars of Italian hardstyle. Their catchy
and powerful tracks are an addition for every compilation,
while their performance is bringing them to packed stages
on the biggest hardstyle festivals of the world.
Facts
- Releases on Scantraxx, Loudness, Roughstate and The
Magic Show
- ‘Chord IV’ is featured in the Intents Festival 2018 Endshow
- Their track ‘Luma’ is featured in the Defqon.1 Weekend
Festival 2017 Endshow
- Collabs with Ran-D and Bass Modulators

/clockartz

/clockartz

/clockartz

/clockartz

DEETOX
Deetox, Queen of raw, delivers the hardest-hitting
productions, besides performances at renowned festivals
like Defqon.1 Weekend Festival, Decibel outdoor festival,
Qlimax, Hard Bass, X-Qlusive Holland and many more.
With big hits like “’t Land van” (with Dutch rapper Lange
Frans), “Rock It” (with Break Zero) and “Lose Control”
Deetox is dominating the charts, putting her stamp on the
raw scene and making sure she will not be forgotten.
Facts
- Producer of the Beat The Bridge 2017 Anthem
- They received a golden record for “’t Land van”
- Own label ‘Bring The Riot’
- Releases on Q-dance, Loudness and Theracords
- Collabs with artists like; Rebelion, E-Force and Delete

/deetoxnl

/deetoxnl

/djdeetox

/deetoxnl

DEMI KANON
Modesty, diligence and true positive passion are the
fundamentals that self-made success Demi Kanon is built
on. Keeping it real since his humble beginning, this 21 year
old DJ and producer has already walked quite an interesting
path, which has evidently manifested itself through the
spine-tingling melodies and profound storylines portrayed
in his music.
Facts
- Collabs with Atmozfears and Audiotricz
- Releases on Scantraxx and Lose Control
- Played festivals like; New Horizons, Defqon.1,
Tomorrowland and Dreamfields Mexico

/official.demikanon

/demikanon

/demikanon

/demikanon

DEVIN WILD
Hailing from The Netherlands, Dion Mons, or better
known as Hardstyle virtuoso Devin Wild is one of the
most heart-warming success stories of the industry.
Renowned for his powerhouse melodic sound, this
Scantraxx Recordz representative has completely invaded
the scene with his high-energy productions that strike a
harmonious balance between monster kicks and a feelgood, melodic ambience. Always remaining open-minded
to music’s endless possibilities, it’s no wonder why the
humble Devin Wild has soared to great heights.
Facts
- Producer of the WiSH Outdoor 2018, Scantraxx 15
Years OST and Emporium 2017 Anthem
- Mini album called ‘Maze Of Revelation’ released
October 2018
- Releases with artists like Sub Zero Project, KELTEK
and Warface
- Part of the Scantraxx crew

/devinwildnl

/devinwildnl

/devinwildmusic

/devinwildnl

DR. RUDE
Dr. Rude manages to rock every party: beat matching,
scratching and becoming one with the audience makes him
the right man for any job. With his typically well-known and
catchy tracks, Dr. Rude knows how to create a lifetime event
as you can’t stand still to his raging up-tempo beats.
Facts
- Producer of the Pumpkin 2017 Anthem
- Artist album ‘Hard Drop’ released June 2018
- Played at events like X-Qlusive Holland XXL, EDC Las
Vegas [USA] and Wasteland [USA] and Defqon.1

/drrudeofficial

/drrudeofficial

/drrudenl

/drrudeofficial

DUTCH MOVEMENT
Dutch Movement stands for Freestyle; in the broadest sense
of the genre. With productions as; ‘Wake Em Up’, which they
created together with The Partysquad, ‘Turn The Tide’ ft. the
one and only Dutch party DJ; Feest Dj Ruud and an official
remix of hardcore legend The Horrorist, they make clear
that they haven’t heard of any boundaries, at all.
Facts
- Released tracks with Dutch rapper Jebroer and Outsiders
- Played festivals like; Defqon.1, Decibel Outdoor and
Q-BASE
- Collab with FeestDJRuud called ‘Turn The Tide’

/dutchmovement

/dutchmovementtv

/dutch_movement

/dutchmovement

JASON PAYNE
No time to stand still! With his leading mixing skills, mashups and edits, a performance by Jason Payne is only for
the real die-hards. His latest releases ‘Doomsday’ and
‘Venom’ have topped the charts, with his track ‘Strength.
Domination. Power.’ (with Regain and Requiem as 3 The
Hard Way) even being #1 on the Spotify Viral 50 list.
Facts
- Played in the mighty BLUE at Defqon.1
- Collabs with Degos & Re-Done and Unresolved

/jasonpayneofficial

/jasonpaynenl

/jasonpaynenl

/jasonpaynenl

KELTEK
“A new journey and different challenge, filled with
motivation, passion and drive.”
Recognised as one of modern Hardstyle’s most influential
game-changers, trailing a transcendent career as a DJ
and producer for ten years, Sven Sierperda, now known as
KELTEK, is ready to stride forth and tackle new and exciting
career ventures!
Facts
- Producer of the Rebirth 2018 OST
- Produced the Scantraxx 15 years OST with Devin Wild,
Adrenalize and Villain
- Gigs in Mexico, Singapore and Chile
- Played festivals like; Defqon.1, Decibel Outdoor and
Intents Festival

/keltekmusic

/keltekmusic

/keltekmusic

/keltekmusic

LADY DAMMAGE
Lady Dammage, is a new young talent born and living in
Barcelona. She has always composed her own music. She
plays at many European events. Lady Dammage’s has
released many hits like “Confession” and “Baseboom”
on Darkside Unleashed record label. Paula’s booking
schedule is already jam-packed playing regularly in France,
Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Germany, Spain and the UK.
Facts:
- Producer of the Phoenix Festival 2018 Anthem
- Artist album ‘Coredoom’ released in 2017

/ladydammage

/djladydammage

/djladydammage

/djladydammage

MC DL
MC DL discovered his love for electronic harder dance
sounds after a period of writing and performing Dutch and
English hip hop music and started his Hardstyle journey in
2006, where he picked up the mic at a local party for the very
first time. After a couple of party’s as a host MC and driven
by good reactions, he was asked by Brennan Heart to be the
host of the live formation called Blademasterz back in 2008
for some major festivals and indoor events. After this, the
name MC DL was set for the future.
Facts:
- Featuring on the Defqon.1 Australia BLUE OST 2016 called
‘Rush Hour’ by Deetox
- Featuring on ‘The Hunter’ by Hard Driver
- Host at festivals like; Defqon.1 Australia & NL, Electric
Love [AT], WiSH Outdoor [MEX]

/mcdl_nl

/mcdlnl

/mcdlnl

/mcdlnl

MC LIVID
Livid, the voice you hear when walking into a Raw Hardstyle
event these days.
His passion and endless energy for RAW Hardstyle goes
beyond your imagination. He breaths, rocks and lives it.
When Livid goes wild the crowd does, and vice versa, so
keep a close eye on this MC, and go RAW through the fullest.
Facts
- Partnered with Rebelion to form exclusive live act
REBEL[UT]ION
- Main MC for Rebelion
- Collabs with Unresolved, Degos & Re-done and Rebelion
- Hosted festivals like; Decibel Outdoor, Intents Festival and
Mainstage Qapital
- Featured on the We Are Hardstyle 2017 anthem by
Rebelion called ‘We Are One’

/mclividnl

/mclividnl

/mclividnl

/mclivid

MC TELLEM
With his unique stage presence, Tellem doesn’t just take
control of the crowd, he becomes one with the crowd.
“With honourable performances at Decibel Outdoor,
Genesis, X-Qlusive, Return of Headhunterz , Freaqshow
and the Defqon.1 Mainstage, Tellem is no longer a Rookie.
With a growing interest from, not only domestic, but also
international promoters, Tellem is now set to earn his
stripes amongst the biggest names in the Hardstyle.”
Facts
- Hosted the Defqon.1 2018 livestream
- Host at festivals like; Shutdown [DE], Decibel Outdoor and
X-Qlusive Holland XXL
- Hosted the Defqon.1 2017 mainstage

/tellemmc
/tellemmc

/tellemmc

PLUG ‘N PLAY
2 friends, 1 passion. Their love for the harderstyles in Dance
music arose at the first parties these two friends attended.
Since then Piet & Robbert knew that they wanted more
than just listen to music. As of the start of 2017, after years
of DJ’ing & performing, Piet & Robbert founded a new &
dynamic Freestyle duo; Plug ‘N Play was born!
Facts
- Releases on Q-dance presents NEXT
- Played at Defqon.1 and Decibel Outdoor
- More than 40 shows in 2018

/plaugnplaynl

/plugnplay_nl

/plugnplay_nl

/plugnplay_nl

PREFIX & DENSITY
Constantly making new epic memories. These creative
boys are always on fire to create the next big quality track.
With tracks like “Just A Memory” and “Search and Destroy”
they made a signature sound. Hardstyle full of emotion and
roughness.
They always give maximum power during their performance,
so the crowd will give them their energy back. Wouter &
Bas played at some of the biggest events already, and now
is the time take it to the next level.
Facts
- Releases on Scantraxx, Loudness and Roughstate
- Played at the first Genesis edition
- Played 5 times at Defqon.1 Weekend Festival

/prefixdensity

/prefixdensity

/prefixdensity

/prefixdensity

RANSOM
It all started in March 2015, when Ransom performed at
the famous Pussy lounge Wintercircus. Their name was
immediately set by the release of ‘Fistpumpin’’, which
became a massive floor killer. Ransom’s sound is wellknown by the feel-good vibe that they manage to put
in every single track Ransom makes. Dressed in suits,
combined with a suitcase filled with Beats ‘n Bills, you
better surrender, as you can’t escape.
Facts
- Producers of the Q-BASE 2018 Ransomnia OST and
hosted the homonymous stage
- Hosted the Defqon.1 mainstage (RED) for an hour with
their Ransomnia concept
- Released on labels as RoQ ‘N Rolla, Pussy Lounge and
Q-dance Records
- Created Sensation Waailand 2017 Anthem

/ransommusicnl

/remkosteen

/ransommusicnl

/ransommusicnl

RÄT N FRIKK
Rät N FrikK is a unique duo of all kinds. bringing you a
musical melting pot of everything big and bass. Whether it’s
trap, dubstep or hardstyle, these two know how to deliver.
Determined to make every crowd go wild, Rät N FrikK will
blow your mind guaranteed.
Facts
- Artist album ‘This Is Rät N FrikK’ released 2018
- Made several collabs with dutch rapper Jebroer
- Made official remixes for San Holo, Billy The Kid and
DI-RECT
- Mainstage performance at Defqon.1 2018 during the
Ransomnia hosting

/ratnfrikk

/ratnfrikk

/ratnfrikk

/ratnfrikk

REBELION
Rising to the top of their Empire, Rebelion are a Scottish
duo based in Holland. With a real bring it on attitude they
will destroy any stage put in front of them, which they have
proved with some huge bookings including Hardbass in the
Gelredome two years in a row, Qapital in the Ziggo Dome &
Supremacy in the Brabanthallen to name a few!
Facts
- Producers of the Fatality Outdoor 2018 and We Are
Hardstyle 2017 Anthem
- Played the 2 times the blue at Defqon.1 2018, also one as
REBEL[UT]ION
- Artist album ‘Empire’ released in 2018
- More than 80 shows in 2018

/officialrebelion

/officialrebelion

/wearerebelion

/officialrebelion

REBOURNE
Fresh, atmospheric and spine shivering music consisting
of mind blowing melodies and emotional storylines are
the first things that pop to listener’s mind when the name
Rebourne is mentioned. The Dutch producer behind the act,
Timon Van Merriënboer, has been setting the standards to a
sky rocketing high for the future of hardstyle with his unique
approach to the traditional hardstyle sound.
Facts
- Collabs with artists like; D-Block & S-te-Fan and Brennan
Heart
- EP ‘Fuck Yeah!’ with Wasted Penguinz released in 2014
- Signed by WE R music

/rebournemedia

/rebournemedia

/rebournemusic

/rebournemusic

REJECTA
After 4 years of working in silence on his productions,
Wesley came in contact with the guys from Roughstate, who
knew they couldn’t let this go by. Frequencerz supported
two of Wesley’s tracks (Followed & Deserve To Die) during
their Qlimax 2017 performance and from that moment
Rejecta was born. Shortly after Qlimax, Rejecta unveiled his
identity for a numerous of online fans, who craved to know
the artist behind the Qlimax tracks. With lots of exciting
bookings coming-up, the future of Rejecta looks promising.
Facts
- Multiple releases on Roughstate
- His first release ‘Followed’ has over 900.000 plays on
Spotify
- Over 70 shows this year since march 2018

/rejecta

/rejecta

/rejectaofficial

/rejectaofficial

REQUIEM
When Requiem was exposed to the harder styles for the first
time, he was hooked forever. There was only one mission
left: spreading his passion for hardstyle by let his voice
be heard. His name was immediately set with releases as
‘Collateral Damage’, ‘Killa Hilla’ and ‘Take The Hit’. His new
upcoming release ‘The Next Level’ describes the passion,
energy and motivation Requiem stands for.
Facts
- Played at Defqon.1 The Netherlands and Australia in 2018
- Played at the Loudness stage at Tomorrowland 2018
- Collabs with artists like; D-Sturb, Sub Sonik and Warface

/likerequiem

/watchrequiem

/followrequiem

/itsrequiem

RETROSPECT
Ruud is the typical example of the: ‘hard work pays off’
expression. His devotion and conviction were beyond limits
what later caused a drastic turning point in his future
career. For him it became more than just a hobby, Hardstyle
became his work and lifestyle. “With the future in mind
while looking back you can create perfectly balanced and
diverse tracks”.
Facts
- Artist album ‘Retrovision’ released in 2016
- Multiple releases on Fusion Records
- Played at the Q-BASE 2018 mainstage

/retrospectdjs

/retrospectdj

/retrospect_dj

/retrospectdj

SOUND RUSH
Sound Rush is a Dutch hardstyle duo, easily recognizable
for being identical twins. This aspect installed their natural
ability to fuse two minds into one when operating inside the
studio and on stage. Sound Rush radiates the euphoric side
of hardstyle, yet they’re keen on playing with boundaries
and bringing in fresh versatility. Their creative signature
holds a perfect blend between a future-focused approach
and a deep connection to the hardstyle sound from which
their style emerged.
Facts
- Producers of the Dreamfields and Pumpkin 2018 Anthem
- Playing at Qlimax 2018
- ‘One’ with Villain featured in the Defqon.1 2018 endshow
- Label artist at ‘Art of Creation’ and released their first EP
‘Look At Us Now’
- Almost 100 shows in 2018

/officialsoundrush

/officialsoundrush

/soundrush_

/soundrushmusic

SPITNOISE
Stan Slegers, better known as Spitnoise, is an upcoming
hardcore DJ and producer. After visiting his first hardcore
party when he was 15, the passion for hardcore was raised.
Spitnoise created his own style that can best be described
as energetic rough uptempo hardcore!
Facts
- ‘Puta Madre’ EP is released on Unresolved his label
RSVLD
- Closing down the Thunderdome Stage at Q-BASE 2018
- Played Defqon.1 2018 Weekend Festival two times, the
YELLOW and BLACK

/spitnoiseofficial

/dj_spitnoise

THE MELODYST
Matthew & Simone met on the streets of Milan at the age
of 17. After discovering their mutual passion for Hardcore
music they decided to try and produce some tracks, just
for fun. With the guidance and help of Cristian Nardelli
(Art of Fighters) they managed to consolidate their melodic
style, that could be defined as raw and versatile. Their
career continues with their presence in the lineup of many
european Harddance festivals such as: Hardcore Italia, The
Qontinent, Decibel, Project Hardcore, Harmony of Hardcore
and United Hardcore forces.
Facts
- Artist album ‘Our life is hardcore’ released in 2018
- Producer of the Hardcore4life 2017 OST

/themelodyst

/themelodyst

/themelodyst

/themelodystofficial

TONESHIFTERZ
Toneshifterz has become the heavy weight and true
ambassador of the Australian Hard Dance scene,
confirming his international status on main stages around
the world. At the end of 2016 the Heavy weight artist moved
to the Netherlands to continue pursuing the dream, making
his mark in the world of Hard style, and as 2017 marks
the beginning of a new year, this is only the beginning for
Toneshifterz.
Facts
- Producer of the I AM HARDSTYLE 2018 Anthem
- Artist album ‘Shifting To The Source’ released on WE R
in 2018
- Created ‘Chapter 3 EP’ together with Code Black
- Created a official remix for Armin Van Buuren his track
‘Bla Bla Bla’ together with Brennan Heart

/toneshifterz

/toneshifterz

/toneshifterz

/toneshifterz

UNRESOLVED
Unresolved is the young producer from Ukraine, living in
Italy, who everyone is talking about right now! His rise to
fame has been explosive and the rise in his demand since he
burst onto the scene late 2014, has been exemplary. He has
produced some truly magnificent tracks like Nuclear, EDM,
Chances and more. His style is a blend of sinister stringed
instruments, formidable screeches and tenacious kicks that
makes this artist a fantastic addition to any raw line-up.
Facts
- Label owner ‘RSVLD Records’
- Artist album ‘Act of God’ released 2017
- Played at events like; Qapital, Fatality, Decibel and
Defqon.1 NL / AUS

/unresolvedmedia

/unresolvedmedia

/unresolvedmedia

/unresolvedmedia

